ACCESSORIES

RANGE OF KNIVES FOR THE MORSØ-SERIES
For the MORSØ mitring machines we only supply knives of very high quality with a hardness of HR64, giving the knives a 6-7 times longer life than all-other marks available. The MORSØ knives cut wood, plastic, and MDF with a splendid result.

MODEL EHXL: Standard Mitre Knives No. 0305
MODEL JYDEN/SCHLEICHER: Standard Mitre Knives No. 0984 and reversible Knives No. 0985.

MODEL B AND BA:
Standard Mitre Knives No. 0902

MODEL FC: Standard Side Knives No. 0705,
Standard Nose Knives, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 mm Nose Knives upon request: 6, 8, 9 and 10 mm.

MORSØ-FH, AIR KIT MORSØ-F
Is installed for converting MORSØ-F into a semi-automatic mitring machine (MORSØ-H). MORSØ-FH is supplied with easy to follow fitting instructions.

MOULDING CLAMPS H983
For installation on MORSØ-H
Suitable for short work pieces. Secures that the moulding will be kept in position during work.

AUTOMATIC REBATE SUPPORT SYSTEM NR. 0900
For installation on MORSØ-F/FC/H
Ideal for repetition work. Automatic reset of the rebate support to the adjusted width and height of the moulding after each cutting cycle. An efficient tool for saving time on manual adjustments. The automatic rebate support system is supplied with easy to follow fitting instructions. All MORSØ-F/FC/H mitring machines are prepared from the factory for installing the automatic rebate support system.

The automatic rebate support system is standard on all electric MORSØ machines.
2500 MM RULER
For installation on MORSØ-F/FC/H/EH/EHT/EHD
Suitable for work with extremely long work pieces.

DEEPER REBATE SUPPORTS
Up to 70 mm support
The deeper rebate supports fit to all Morsø machines, apart from MORSØ-B and BA.

WASTE CHUTE
For installation on MORSØ-F/FC
The waste chute is standard on all MORSØ mitring machines, and also available as a spare part. The waste chute fits old MORSØ mitring machines, and can be installed without using any screws at all.

SECOND STOP
An extra stop for MORSØ-F/FC/H/EH/EHXL
The second stop is a time saving and very handy little accessory, which enables the operator to cut two different lengths without having to re-adjust the measuring scale every time. Having done the short side, just flip the second stop and you are ready to cut the long side.

The second stop is standard on all MORSØ electric machines.

EXTENSION TABLES
For installation on MORSØ-F/FC/H/EH/EHT/EHD

- Extension table No. 0978 (77 cm) for the left side of the machine.
- Extra extension table with supporting leg No. 0116/0213 (53 cm) for the right side of the machine.
- Extension table No. 1978 (77 cm) for the left side of the machine includes a 1500 mm measuring scale and stop bar.

The extension table No. 0978 is standard on all electric MORSØ Machines.

WOODEN KNIFE BOX
The wooden knife box is strong and safe. It protects your knives during transit. The knives are secured in the box by bolts going through the box and the bolt holes in the knives.